
4 Days Jordan : Allenby
border to Aqaba
Join us on an enchanting four-day adventure that will take
you on a journey through the rich cultural and historical
treasures of Jordan. From the bustling streets of Amman to
the stunning landscapes of Wadi Rum, this itinerary is packed
with experiences that will leave you mesmerized.

Your journey will begin in Amman, where you'll be welcomed
with warm hospitality and a chance to settle into your hotel.
From there, you'll embark on a thrilling itinerary that includes
visits to renowned destinations like Madaba, Mt. Nebo, and
the Baptismal site. You'll be amazed by the intricate ancient
mosaics of Madaba and the breathtaking views from the
historic Mt. Nebo.



After a day of exploring, you'll unwind and savor lunch at the
iconic Dead Sea before spending the night in the charming
town of Wadi Musa. The following day, you'll discover the
hidden secrets of the ancient city of Petra, one of the Seven
Wonders of the World. Your journey will continue with a
sunset safari tour in the stunning Wadi Rum desert, where
you'll spend an unforgettable night at a Bedouin campsite.

On the third day, you'll travel to Aqaba, Jordan's only coastal
city, where you can enjoy a relaxing overnight stay by the
seaside. Soak up the sun, go for a swim, and let the sounds
of the waves soothe your soul. On the last day, you'll visit the
ancient Roman city of Jerash, where you'll explore
breathtaking ruins, temples, and theaters that transport you
back in time.

Throughout your journey, you'll be accompanied by
experienced guides who will provide fascinating insights into
the history, culture, and traditions of Jordan. This itinerary is
thoughtfully designed to give you a comprehensive and
authentic experience of Jordan and its people. Whether
you're a history buff or just seeking adventure, this trip is the
perfect opportunity to explore Jordan's rich heritage and
stunning landscapes. Don't miss the chance to savor some
authentic Jordanian cuisine like Mansaf, Falafel, and Baklava
during your trip. Get ready for an adventure of a lifetime in
Jordan!
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